All waste containers shall be marked with:

- The word “Waste”;
- Location where the waste is generated;
- The chemical contents/constituents; and
- Hazards associated with the chemical(s).

Hazardous waste labels may be:

- Printed from within the EHS Assistant program (ehsa.uchicago.edu), after you input your waste pick-up request; or
- See the campus Hazardous Waste Disposal policy on EHS’s website (safety.uchicago.edu) for Adobe templates.

Please affix labels to containers using printable Avery labels* or by inserting paper labels into self-adhesive packing slip envelopes.

Lab waste must remain in lab (i.e. near point of generation). Never relocate waste or place in corridors.

*For questions about waste container labeling or to request a supply of pre-printed labels contact EHS.